
HPDE /TIME TRIAL TECHNICAL INSPECTION FORM 

EVENT DATE TRACK  PRETECH TRACK TECH 

DRIVER-1 DRIVER-2 

CAR MAKE  MODEL  YEAR     CAR NUMBER 

INSTRUCTIONS (Read carefully): Prior to bringing your car to the track or to the HPDE tech station, inspect each 

item on the car as listed. Consult a tech inspector if there are any questions. Have the top of the form filled out prior to 

going to the tech inspector. Making sure your car is track ready is your responsibility. More information and all rules are 

available online at www.drivenasa.com. 

WHEELS & TIRES  
condition of tire 

all lug nuts present & tight 

no hubcaps or beauty rings 

STEERING & SUSPENSION  
wheel bearings-front 

wheel bearings-rear 

steering play 

ENGINE  
fluid leaks (oil, fuel, water) 

radiator overflow 

radiator hoses (condition) 

battery secured (no bungees) 

terminals covered 

HAVE READY AT TRACK: 

BRAKES  
pedal pressure 

fluid level 

lines (condition) 

brake lights 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT  
roll bars in open cars 

seat belts or harness (circle one) 

if harness: threaded 3X and safety clips/wire 

helmet (Snell SA2005+ or M2005 +) 

covered battery inside cockpit  

(lithium ion must be outside of cockpit) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Gas cap secured 

No wires exposed 

Seats bolted tight 

-Affix numbers on both sides of car at least 10 inches tall of a contrasting color.

-No loose objects in car or trunk. Remove spare tire, jack, floor mats, dash mats, paper, etc. 
-A tech/group sticker placed on top center of windshield. 
-A Nomex suit is highly recommended.

I have inspected the above vehicle and take full responsibility for its condition on the track. 

OWNER SIGNATURE:  DATE  

I have inspected this vehicle for items above. 

INSPECTOR NAME DATE   

Inspectors stamp 

Inspector's comments (list any violations)  

Inspector: Please do not sign or stamp until all violations have been corrected. Ensure that the 
driver has completed the top portion and has signed this form before completing your 
inspection. 
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